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...............................................................................
Hyper-Kamiokande will be a next-generation underground water Cherenkov detector with a
total (fiducial) mass of 0.99 (0.56) million metric tons, approximately 20 (25) times larger
than that of Super-Kamiokande. One of the main goals of Hyper-Kamiokande is the study
of C P asymmetry in the lepton sector using accelerator neutrino and anti-neutrino beams.
In this paper, the physics potential of a long-baseline neutrino experiment using the HyperKamiokande detector and a neutrino beam from the J-PARC proton synchrotron is presented. The
analysis uses the framework and systematic uncertainties derived from the ongoing T2K experiment. With a total exposure of 7.5 MW ×107 s integrated proton beam power (corresponding
to 1.56 × 1022 protons on target with a 30 GeV proton beam) to a 2.5◦ off-axis neutrino beam,
it is expected that the leptonic C P phase δC P can be determined to better than 19 degrees for
all possible values of δC P , and C P violation can be established with a statistical significance
of more than 3 σ (5 σ ) for 76% (58%) of the δC P parameter space. Using both νe appearance and νμ disappearance data, the expected 1 σ uncertainty of sin2 θ23 is 0.015(0.006) for
sin2 θ23 = 0.5(0.45).

...............................................................................
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The discovery of neutrino oscillations by the Super-Kamiokande (Super-K) experiment in 1998 [1]
opened a new window to explore physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). Evidence of neutrino
oscillations is one of the most convincing experimental proofs known today for the existence of
BSM physics at work. The mixing parameters of neutrinos were found to be remarkably different
from those of quarks, which suggests the presence of an unknown flavor symmetry waiting to be
explored. The extremely small masses of neutrinos compared with those of their charged partners
lead to the preferred scenario of a seesaw mechanism [2–5], in which small neutrino masses are a
reflection of the ultra-high-energy scale of BSM physics.
Furthermore, a theoretical framework called leptogenesis points to the intriguing possibility that
C P asymmetries related to flavor mixing among the three generations of neutrinos may have played
an important role in creating the observed matter–antimatter asymmetry in the universe [6]. This
makes a study of the full picture of neutrino masses and mixings and the measurement of the C P
asymmetry in the neutrino sector among the most important and urgent subjects in today’s elementary
particle physics world.
C P asymmetry in the neutrino sector arising from the presence of the phase that corresponds
to the Kobayashi–Maskawa phase [7] in the quark sector can only be seen if all the three mixing angles governing neutrino oscillations differ from zero. The Super-K detector has successfully
measured all three angles. The angle θ23 was first measured in atmospheric neutrino observations [1], θ12 was constrained in solar neutrino observations [8] (together with another water
Cherenkov detector SNO [9]), and the evidence of nonzero θ13 was found by T2K [10], which
used Super-K as the far detector. In 2013, T2K established νμ → νe oscillation with 7.3 σ significance, leading the way towards C P violation measurements in neutrinos [11] in combination
with precise measurements of θ13 by reactor neutrino experiments [12–14]. The highly successful Super-K program indicates that Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K) is well placed to discover C P
violation.
In this paper, the physics potential of a long-baseline neutrino experiment using the HyperKamiokande detector and a neutrino beam from the J-PARC proton synchrotron is presented.
The Hyper-K detector is designed as a next-generation underground water Cherenkov detector that
serves as a far detector of a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment for the J-PARC neutrino
beam and as a detector capable of observing proton decays, atmospheric and solar neutrinos, and
neutrinos from other astrophysical origins. The baseline design of Hyper-K is based on the well
proven technologies employed and tested at Super-K. Hyper-K consists of two cylindrical tanks lying
side-by-side, the outer dimensions of each tank being 48 (W) × 54 (H) × 250 (L) m3 . The total
(fiducial) mass of the detector is 0.99 (0.56) million metric tons, which is about 20 (25) times larger
than that of Super-K. A proposed location for Hyper-K is about 8 km south of Super-K (and 295 km
away from J-PARC) and 1750 meters water equivalent (or 648 m of rock) deep. The inner detector
region is viewed by 99 000 20 inch PMTs, corresponding to a PMT density of 20% photocathode
coverage (the same as the second phase of Super-K). A schematic view of the Hyper-K detector is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
In addition to the long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment that is the main focus of this paper,
Hyper-K will provide a rich program in a wide range of science [15]. The scope of the project includes
observation of atmospheric and solar neutrinos, proton decays, and neutrinos from other astrophysical
origins. The physics potential of Hyper-K is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Physics targets and expected sensitivities of the Hyper-Kamiokande experiment, based on
the study shown in Ref. [15] except for the long-baseline experiment that is described in this paper.
Improvement is expected with further optimization of the detector design and development of reconstruction/analysis tools. Also, only selected values are listed; e.g., other channels will be accessible for nucleon
decays.
Physics target

Sensitivity

Conditions

Neutrino study w/ J-PARC ν
− C P phase precision

<19

− C P V discovery coverage

76% (3 σ ), 58% (5 σ )

− sin2 θ23

±0.015

7.5 MW × 107 s
@ sin2 2θ13 = 0.1, mass hierarchy
known
@ sin2 2θ13 = 0.1, mass hierarchy
known
1 σ @ sin2 θ23 = 0.5

Atmospheric neutrino study
− MH determination
− θ23 octant determination

>3 σ CL
>3 σ CL

10 yr observation
@ sin2 θ23 > 0.4
@ sin2 θ23 < 0.46 or sin2 θ23 > 0.56

Nucleon decay searches
− p → e+ + π 0
− p → ν̄ + K +
Astrophysical neutrino sources
− 8 B ν from Sun
− Supernova burst ν
− Supernova relic ν
− WIMP annihilation at Sun
(σ S D : WIMP–proton spindependent cross section)

◦

10 yr data
1.3 × 1035 yr (90% CL UL)
5.7 × 1034 yr (3 σ discovery)
3.2 × 1034 yr (90% CL UL)
1.2 × 1034 yr (3 σ discovery)
200 ν/day
170 000–260 000 ν
30–50 ν
830 ν/10 yr
σ S D = 10−39 cm2
σ S D = 10−40 cm2

5/35

7.0 MeV threshold (total energy)
w/ osc.
@ Galactic center (10 kpc)
@ M31 (Andromeda galaxy)
5 yr observation
@ MWIMP = 10 GeV, χ χ →
bb̄ dominant
@ MWIMP = 100 GeV, χ χ →
W + W − dominant
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the Hyper-Kamiokande detector.
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2. Neutrino oscillations and CP violation
2.1. Neutrino oscillations in the three-flavor framework
Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, we consider the standard three-flavor neutrino framework. The 3×3 unitary matrix U that describes the mixing of neutrinos [16] (that is often referred
to as the Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata–Pontecorvo (MNSP) or Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (MNS) [16,17]
matrix) relates the flavor and mass eigenstates of neutrinos:
3


Uαi νi ,

(α = e, μ, τ ),

(1)

i=1

where να (α = e, μ, τ ) and νi (i = 1, 2, 3) denote, respectively, flavor and mass eigenstates of neutrinos. Using the standard parametrization, which can be found, e.g., in Ref. [18], U can be expressed
as
⎞
⎞⎛
⎞⎛
⎛
0 s13 e−iδC P
c13
c12 s12 0
1
0
0
⎟
⎟⎜
⎟⎜
⎜
U = ⎝0 c23 s23 ⎠ ⎝
0
1
0
⎠ ⎝−s12 c12 0⎠
0
0 1
0 −s23 c23
−s13 eiδC P 0
c13
⎛
⎞
1
0
0
⎜
⎟
α
i 21
×⎜
(2)
0 ⎟
⎝0 e 2
⎠
α31
0
0
ei 2
where ci j ≡ cos θi j , si j ≡ sin θi j , and δC P —often called the Dirac C P phase—is the Kobayashi–
Maskawa-type C P phase [7] in the lepton sector. On the other hand, the two phases, α21 and
α31 —often called Majorana C P phases—exist only if neutrinos are of Majorana type [19–21].
While the Majorana C P phases cannot be observed in neutrino oscillation, they can be probed by
lepton-number-violating processes such as neutrinoless double beta decay.
In vacuum, the oscillation probability of να → νβ (α, β = e, μ, τ ) for ultrarelativistic neutrinos is
given by
P(να → νβ ) =

3


m2

2

i
∗
Uαi
Uβi e−i 2Eν L

i=1

= δαβ − 4





∗
Uαi
Uα j Uβi Uβ∗j

2

sin

i> j

+2



∗
 Uαi
Uα j Uβi Uβ∗j sin

i> j

m i2j
2E ν

m i2j
4E ν
L ,

L

(3)

where E ν is the neutrino energy, L is the baseline, and m i2j ≡ m i2 − m 2j (i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the
mass-squared differences with m i and m j being the neutrino masses. For the C P conjugate channel,
ν̄α → ν̄β , the same expression in Eq. (3) holds, but the matrix U is replaced by its complex conjugate
(or equivalently δC P → −δC P in Eq. (2)), resulting in the third term in Eq. (3) switching sign. For
neutrinos traveling inside matter, coherent forward scattering induces an asymmetry between the
oscillation probabilities of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos supplementary to the intrinsic C P violation.
The magnitude of the C P violation in neutrino oscillation can be characterized by the difference
in probabilities between neutrino and anti-neutrino channels, which, in vacuum, is given by [22,23]




(4)
Pαβ ≡ P να → νβ − P ν̄α → ν̄β = 16Jαβ sin 21 sin 32 sin 31 ,
6/35
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∗
∗
Uβ1
Uβ2 = ±JC P ,
Jαβ ≡  Uα1Uα2

2
JC P ≡ s12 c12 s23 c23 s13 c13
sin δC P

(5)

Pαβ  ±0.55 sin δC P sin

21 sin

31 .

32 sin

(6)

Thus, large C P violation effects are possible in the neutrino oscillation.
In general, it is considered that the C P violation in the neutrino sector that can be observed in the
low-energy regime, namely, in neutrino oscillation, does not directly imply the C P violation required
at high energy for successful leptogenesis in the early universe. It has been discussed, however, that
they could be related to each other, and the C P-violating phase in the MNS matrix could also be
responsible for the generation of the observed baryon asymmetry through leptogenesis in some scenarios. For example, in Refs. [26,27], in the context of the seesaw mechanism, it has been pointed out
that, assuming the hierarchical mass spectrum for right-handed Majorana neutrinos with the lightest
mass being 5×1012 GeV, the observed baryon asymmetry could be generated through leptogenesis
if | sin θ13 sin δC P |  0.1, which is compatible with the current neutrino data. Hence, measurement
of C P asymmetry in neutrino oscillations may provide a clue for understanding the origin of the
matter–antimatter asymmetry of the universe.
Since there are only three neutrinos, only two mass-squared differences, e.g., m 221 and m 231 ,
are independent. Therefore, for a given energy and baseline, there are six independent parameters,
namely, three mixing angles, one C P phase, and two mass-squared differences, to describe neutrino
oscillations. Among these six parameters, θ12 and m 221 have been measured by solar [9,28,29]
and reactor [30–32] neutrino experiments. The parameters θ23 and | m 232 | (only its absolute value)
have been measured by atmospheric [33,34] and accelerator [35–38] neutrino experiments. Reactor
experiments have also started to measure the atmospheric mass-squared difference, | m 231 |, though
the uncertainty is still large [12]. Recently, (θ13 ) has also been measured by accelerator [10,11,39,40]
and reactor experiments [12–14,41,42]. The relatively large value of θ13 opens a window to explore
the C P phase (δC P ) and the mass hierarchy (the sign of m 231 ) using neutrino oscillation.

2.2.

Physics case with νμ → νe oscillation

The oscillation probability from νμ to νe in accelerator experiments is expressed, to the first order of
the matter effect, as follows [43]:
2 2 2
P(νμ → νe ) = 4c13
s13 s23 · sin2 31


2
+ 8c13
s12 s13 s23 c12 c23 cos δC P − s12 s13 s23 · cos
2
− 8c13
c12 c23 s12 s13 s23 sin δC P · sin

32

· sin

31

32

· sin

· sin

31

· sin

21

2 2
2 2
2 2 2
+ 4s12
c13 c12
c23 + s12
s23 s13 − 2c12 c23 s12 s23 s13 cos δC P · sin2
2 2 2
− 8c13
s13 s23 ·
2 2 2
+ 8c13
s13 s23

aL
2
1 − 2s13
· cos
4E ν
a
2
1 − 2s13
· sin2
m 231
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with positive (negative) sign for (anti-)cyclic permutation of the flavor indices e, μ, and τ . The
parameter JC P is the lepton analogue of the C P-invariant factor for quarks, the unique and phaseconvention-independent measure for C P violation [24]. Using the current best-fitted values of
mixing parameters [25], we get JC P  0.034 sin δC P , or
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2 2
2 2
P νμ → νμ  1 − 4c13
s23 1 − c13
s23 sin2
 1 − sin2 2θ23 sin2

m 232 L/4E ν

m 232 L/4E ν ,

(for c13  1)

(8)
(9)

there is an octant ambiguity: either θ23 ≤ 45◦ (in the first octant) or θ23 > 45◦ (in the second octant).
By combining the measurement of P(νμ → νe ), the θ23 octant can be determined.

2.3. Anticipated neutrino physics landscape in the 2020s and uniqueness
of this experiment
Before Hyper-K commences data taking in ∼2025, we expect that a number of ongoing and planned
neutrino experiments as well as cosmological observations will advance our understanding of neutrino physics. In addition to accelerator and reactor experiments, Super-K will provide precise
measurements of neutrino oscillation parameters from atmospheric neutrino observations, and will
look for the mass hierarchy and the octant of θ23 . Cosmological observations will provide the information on neutrino masses. An observation of neutrinoless double β decay in the next 10 years would
be evidence that the neutrino is a Majorana particle with the inverted mass hierarchy. Following this
progress, we definitely need a new experiment to discover C P violation in neutrinos, and to unambiguously establish the mass hierarchy and θ23 octant. For these purposes, we propose the Hyper-K
experiment with the J-PARC neutrino beam.
The Hyper-K experiment will have several unique advantages.
◦ The experiment will have high statistics of neutrino events thanks to the large fiducial mass and
the high-power J-PARC neutrino beam.
◦ The relatively short baseline among the proposed long-baseline experiments results in a small
ambiguity from the matter effect.
◦ The experiment will operate in the same beamline as T2K with the same off-axis configuration.
The features of the neutrino beam and the operation of the high-power beam are well understood.
◦ The systematic errors are already well understood based on Super-K and T2K, allowing reliable
extrapolations.
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√






where i j is m i2j L/4E ν , and a = 2 2G F n e E ν = 7.56 × 10−5 eV2 × ρ g/cm3 × E ν GeV .
The corresponding probability for a ν μ → ν e transition is obtained by replacing δC P → −δC P and
a → −a. The third term, containing sin δC P , is the C P-violating term that flips sign between ν and
ν̄ and thus introduces C P asymmetry if sin δC P is nonzero. The last two terms are due to the matter
effect. Those terms that contain a change their sign depending on the mass hierarchy. As seen from
the definition of a, the amount of asymmetry due to the matter effect is proportional to the neutrino
energy at a fixed value of L/E ν . A direct test of C P violation, in a model-independent way, is possible
by measuring both neutrino and anti-neutrino appearance probabilities. If the mass hierarchy is not
known, the sensitivity of C P violation is affected by the presence of the matter effect. However,
the mass hierarchy could be determined by the atmospheric neutrino measurement in Hyper-K and
several measurements by other experiments.
The currently measured value of θ23 is consistent with maximal mixing, θ23 ≈ π/4 [38,44,45].
It is of great interest to determine if sin2 2θ23 is maximal or not, and, if not, if θ23 is less or greater
than π/4, as it could constrain models of neutrino mass generation [46–51]. When we measure θ23


with the survival probability P νμ → νμ , which is proportional to sin2 2θ23 to first order,
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With these features, Hyper-K will be one of the most sensitive experiments to probe neutrino C P
violation, as we present in this paper.

3. Experimental setup
3.1. J-PARC accelerator and neutrino beamline

3.2.

Near detectors

The accelerator neutrino event rate observed at Hyper-K depends on the oscillation probability, neutrino flux, neutrino interaction cross section, detection efficiency, and the detector fiducial mass of
Hyper-K. To extract estimates of the oscillation parameters from data, one must model the neutrino
flux, cross section, and detection efficiency with sufficient precision. In the case of the neutrino cross
9/35
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An intense and high-quality neutrino beam is key to the success of a long-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiment. J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) is one of the world’s leading
facilities in neutrino physics, currently providing a beam for the T2K experiment. We will utilize the
full potential of this existing facility with future increase of the beam power to the designed value of
750 kW and beyond.
The J-PARC accelerator cascade [52] consists of a normal-conducting LINAC as an injection system, a rapid cycling synchrotron (RCS), and a main ring synchrotron (MR). In the fast extraction
mode operation, MR has achieved 1.24 × 1014 protons per pulse (ppp) beam intensity, which is a
world record for extracted ppp for any synchrotron. The corresponding beam power is 240 kW. The
upgrade scenario of the J-PARC accelerator [53] is being implemented to reach the designed power
of 750 kW in forthcoming years, with a typical planned parameter set as listed in Table 2. This will
double the current repetition rate by (i) replacing the magnet power supplies, (ii) replacing the RF system, and (iii) upgrading injection/extraction devices. The designed power of 750 kW will be achieved
well before Hyper-K starts data taking. Furthermore, conceptual studies on how to realize 1–2 MW
beam powers and even beyond, such as by raising the RCS top energy, enlarging the MR aperture, or
inserting an “emittance-damping” ring between the RCS and MR, are now underway [54].
Figure 2 shows an overview of the neutrino experimental facility [55,56]. The primary beamline
guides the extracted proton beam to a production target/pion-focusing horn system in a target station. The pions decay into muons and neutrinos during their flight in a 110 m-long decay volume.
A graphite beam dump is installed at the end of the decay volume, and muon monitors downstream
of the beam dump monitor the muon profile. A near neutrino detector complex is situated 280 m
downstream of the target to monitor neutrinos at production. To generate a narrow-band neutrino
beam, the beamline utilizes an off-axis beam configuration [57], with the capability of varying the
off-axis angle in a range from 2.0◦ to 2.5◦ . The latter value has been used for the T2K experiment
and is also assumed for the proposed project. The centerline of the beamline extends 295 km to the
west, passing midway between Tochibora (Hyper-K candidate site) and Mozumi (where Super-K is
located), so that both sites have identical off-axis angles.
Based on the considerable experience gained on the path to achieving 240 kW beam power operation, improvement plans to realize 750 kW operation, such as improving the activated air confinement
in the target station and expanding the facilities for the treatment of activated water, are being implemented and/or proposed. Table 3 gives a summary of the acceptable beam power and/or achievable
parameters for each beamline component [58], after the proposed improvements in forthcoming
years.
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Table 2. Planned parameters of the J-PARC main ring for fast
extraction. Numbers in parentheses are those achieved up to May
2013.
Parameter

Value
1567.5
30
2.0 × 1014 (1.24 × 1014 )
2.5 × 1013 (1.57 × 1013 )
9
8
∼5
∼50
560 (280)
1.28 (2.48)
750 (240)

Fig. 2. The neutrino experimental facility (neutrino beamline) at J-PARC.

section, the model must describe the exclusive differential cross section that includes the dependence on the incident neutrino energy, E ν , the kinematics of the outgoing lepton, pl and θl , and the
kinematics of final-state hadrons and photons. In our case, the neutrino energy is inferred from the
lepton kinematics, while the modeling of reconstruction efficiencies depends on the hadronic final
state as well.
The neutrino flux and cross-section models can be constrained by data collected at near detectors,
situated close enough to the neutrino production point so that oscillation effects are negligible. Our
approach to using near-detector data will build on the experience of T2K while considering new near
detectors that may address important uncertainties in the neutrino flux or cross-section modeling.
The conceptual design of the near detectors is being developed based on the physics sensitivity
studies described in Sect. 4. In this section, we present basic considerations on the near-detector
requirements and conceptual designs. More concrete requirements and a detector design will be
presented in the future.
10/35
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Circumference (m)
Kinetic energy (GeV)
Beam intensity (ppp)
(ppb)
Harmonic number
Number of bunches per spill
Spill width (μs)
Bunch full width at extraction (ns)
Maximum RF voltage (kV)
Repetition period (s)
Beam power (kW)
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Table 3. Acceptable beam power and achievable parameters for each beamline
component [58]. Limitations as of May 2013 are also given in parentheses.
Component

Beam power/parameter
3.3 × 1014 ppp
3.3 × 1014 ppp

Target
Beam window
Horn

Decay volume
Hadron absorber/beam dump
Water cooling facilities
Radiation shielding
Radioactive air leakage to the target station ground floor
Radioactive cooling water treatment

2 MW
1–2 MW (400 kW)
1–2 MW (300 kW)
320 kA (250 kA)
1 Hz (0.4 Hz)
4 MW
3 MW
∼2 MW (750 kW)
4 MW (750 kW)
∼2 MW (500 kW)
∼2 MW (600 kW)

We assume the use of T2K near detectors [55], INGRID and ND280, possibly with an upgrade.
The INGRID detector [59] consists of 16 iron-scintillator modules configured in a cross pattern
centered on the beam axis 280 m downstream of the T2K target. The rate of interactions in each
module is measured and a profile is constructed to constrain the neutrino beam direction. The ND280
off-axis detector is located 280 m downstream of the T2K target as well, but at an angle of 2.5
degrees away from the beam direction. It consists of the P0D π 0 detector [60], time projection chambers (TPCs) [61], fine-grain scintillator bar detectors (FGDs) [62] and surrounding electromagnetic
calorimeters (ECALs) [63]. The detectors are immersed in a 0.2 T magnetic field and the magnetic
yoke is instrumented with plastic scintillator panels for muon range detection [64]. The magnetic field
allows for momentum measurement and sign selection of charged particles. The magnetization of
ND280 is particularly important for operation in anti-neutrino mode where the neutrino background
is large. In that case, ND280 is able to separate the “right-sign” μ+ from the “wrong-sign” μ− . The
P0D and FGDs act as the neutrino targets, while the TPCs provide measurements of momentum and
ionizing energy loss for particle identification. The P0D and one of the FGDs include passive water
layers that allow for neutrino interaction rate measurements on the same target as Super-K. ND280
has been employed to measure the rates of charged-current (CC) νμ and νe interactions, as well as
neutral-current (NC) π 0 interactions.
The T2K Collaboration is in the process of discussing various upgrade possibilities at the ND280
site [65]. These include the deployment of heavy water (D2 O) within the passive water targets in
FGD2 that would allow the extraction of neutrino interaction properties on the quasi-free neutron in
deuterium via a subtraction with data taken with light water H2 O. The use of a water-based liquid
scintillator (WbLS) developed at BNL [66] is being explored in the context of a tracking detector
with comparable or finer granularity than the FGD to allow the detailed reconstruction of the hadronic
system emerging from the neutrino interactions or a larger detector with coarser segmentation that
would allow high-statistics studies. Either would significantly enhance the study of neutrino interactions on water by reducing the reliance on subtraction and enhancing the reconstruction capabilities
relative to the currently deployed passive targets. Finally, a high-pressure TPC that can contain various noble gases (He, Ne, Ar) to serve both as the target and tracking medium is being studied. Such
a detector would allow the ultimate resolution of the particles emitted from the target nucleus while
11/35
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(1) The detector should be large enough to contain muons up to the momentum of interest for
measurements at the far detector, and to provide sufficient radiation length for detection of
gamma rays.
(2) The detector should be far enough from the neutrino production point so that there is minimal
pile-up of interactions in the same beam timing bunch.
These requirements lead to designs for kiloton-size detectors located at intermediate distances,
1–2 km from the target, for the J-PARC neutrino beam.
The main disadvantage of the WC detector is the inability to separate positively and negatively
charged leptons, and hence anti-neutrino and neutrino interactions. This ability is especially important for a C P asymmetry measurement where the wrong sign contribution to the neutrino flux should
be well understood. Hence, the WC detector will most likely be used in conjunction with a magnetized tracking detector such as ND280. Recent developments in the addition of gadolinium (Gd) [69]
and water-based liquid scintillator (WbLS) compounds [66] to water do raise the possibility of separating neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions by detecting the presence of neutrons or protons in the
final state.
Two conceptual designs for possible intermediate WC detectors have been studied. Unoscillated
Spectrum (TITUS) is a 2 kiloton WC detector located about 2 km from the target at the same offaxis angle as the far detector. At this baseline the detector sees fluxes for the neutral-current and νe
backgrounds that are nearly identical to the Hyper-K fluxes. The detector geometry and the presence
of a muon range detector are optimized to detect the high-momentum tail of the muon spectrum.
The use of Gd in TITUS to separate neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions is being studied. The
νPRISM detector is located 1 km from the target and is 50 m tall, covering a range of off-axis angles
from 1–4 degrees. The νPRISM detector sees a range of neutrino spectra, peaking at energies from
0.4 to 1.0 GeV depending on the off-axis angle. The purpose of νPRISM is to use these spectra to
better probe the relationship between the incident neutrino energy and final-state lepton kinematics,
a part of the interaction model with larger uncertainties arising from nuclear effects.

3.3.

Hyper-Kamiokande

Hyper-Kamiokande is to be the third-generation water Cherenkov detector in Kamioka, designed for
a wide variety of neutrino studies and nucleon decay searches. Its total (fiducial) water mass of one
(0.56) million tons would be approximately 20 (25) times larger than that of Super-Kamiokande.
Table 4 summarizes the baseline design parameters of the Hyper-K detector.
12/35
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allowing a study of the A-dependence of the cross sections and final-state interactions to rigorously
test models employed in neutrino event generators.
Since many of the uncertainties on the modeling of neutrino interactions arise from uncertainties
on nuclear effects, the ideal near detector should include the same nuclear targets as the far detector.
In T2K near detectors, the P0D [60] and FGD [62] detectors include passive water layers; however,
extracting water-only cross sections requires complicated analyses that subtract out the interactions
on other materials in the detectors. An alternative approach is to build a water Cherenkov (WC) near
detector to measure the cross section on H2 O directly and with no need for a subtraction analysis.
This approach was taken by K2K [35] and was proposed for T2K [67]. The MiniBooNE experiment
has also employed a mineral-oil Cherenkov detector at a short baseline to great success [68]. A WC
near-detector design is largely guided by two requirements:
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Table 4. Parameters of the Hyper-Kamiokande baseline design.
Detector type
Candidate site

Ring-imaging
water Cherenkov detector
Address

Detector geometry

Total water mass
Inner detector (fiducial) mass
Outer detector mass

0.99 megaton
0.74 (0.56) megaton
0.2 megaton

Photo-sensors

Inner detector
Outer detector

99 000 20 inch φ PMTs
20% photo-coverage
25 000 8 inch φ PMTs

Light attenuation length
Rn concentration

>100 m @ 400 nm
<1 mBq/m3

Lat.
Long.
Alt.
Overburden

Water quality
†

World geographical coordination system.

In the baseline design, the Hyper-K detector is composed of two separate caverns, as shown in
Fig. 1, each having an egg-shaped cross section 48 meters wide, 54 meters tall, and 250 meters long,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The welded polyethylene tanks are filled up to a depth of 48 m with
ultra-pure water: the total water mass equals 0.99 million tons.
Each tank will be optically separated by segmentation walls located every 49.5 m to form 5 (in total
10) compartments, as shown in Fig. 4, such that event triggering and event reconstruction can be
performed in each compartment separately and independently. Because the compartment dimension
of 50 m is comparable with that of Super-K (36 m) and is shorter than the typical light attenuation
length in water achieved by the Super-K water filtration system (>100 m @ 400 nm), we expect that
the detector performance of Hyper-K for beam and atmospheric neutrinos will be effectively the
same as that of Super-K.
The water in each compartment is further optically separated into three regions. The inner region
has a barrel shape of 42 m in height and width, and 48.5 m in length, and is viewed by an inwardfacing array of 20 inch diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The entire array consists of 99 000
Hamamatsu R3600 PMTs, uniformly surrounding the region and giving a photocathode coverage
of 20%. The PMT type, size, and number density are subject to optimization. We have also been
developing new photosensors as possible alternative options to the R3600, such as a PMT with a
box-and-line dynode and a hybrid photo-detector (HPD), both with a high-quantum-efficiency photocathode. An outer region completely surrounds the 5 (in total 10) inner regions and is equipped
with 25 000 8 inch diameter PMTs. This region is 2 m thick at the top, bottom, and barrel sides,
except at both ends of each cavern, where the outer region is larger than 2 m due to rock engineering
considerations. A primary function of the outer detector is to reject entering cosmic-ray muon backgrounds and to help in identifying nucleon decays and neutrino interactions occurring in the inner
13/35
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Cosmic-ray muon flux
Off-axis angle for the J-PARC ν
Distance from the J-PARC

Tochibora mine
Kamioka town, Gifu, JAPAN
36◦ 21 20.105 N†
137◦ 18 49.137 E†
508 m
648 m rock
(1750 m water equivalent)
∼8 × 10−7 s−1 cm−2
2.5◦ (same as Super-K)
295 km (same as Super-K)
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detector. The middle region or dead space is an uninstrumented, 0.9 m thick shell between the inner
and outer detector volumes where the stainless steel PMT support structure is located. The borders
of both the inner and outer regions are lined with opaque sheets. This dead space, along with the
outer region, acts as a shield against radioactivity from the surrounding rock. The total water mass
of the inner region is 0.74 million tons and the total fiducial mass is 10 times 0.056 = 0.56 million
tons. The fiducial volume is defined as the region formed by a virtual boundary located 2 m away
from the inner PMT plane.
The estimated cosmic-ray muon rate around the Hyper-K detector candidate site is ∼8 × 10−7
−1
s cm−2 , which is roughly 5 times larger than the flux at Super-K’s location (∼1.5 ×
10−7 s−1 cm−2 ). The expected deadtime due to these muons is less than 1% and is negligible for
long-baseline experiments, as well as nucleon decay searches and atmospheric neutrino studies.
Water is the target material and signal-sensitive medium of the detector, and thus its quality directly
affects the physics sensitivity. In Super-Kamiokande the water purification system has been continually modified and improved over the course of two decades. As a result, the transparency is
now kept above 100 m and is very stable, and the radon concentration in the tank is held below
1 mBq/m3 . Following this success, the Hyper-Kamiokande water system has been designed based on
the current Super-Kamiokande water system with scaling-up of the process speeds to 1200 m3 /hour
for water circulation and 400 m3 /hour for radon free air generation. With these systems, the water
quality in Hyper-Kamiokande is expected to be the same as that in Super-Kamiokande. Adding dissolved gadolinium sulfate for efficient tagging of neutrons has been studied as an option to enhance
the Hyper-K physics capability. The feasibility of adding Gd to Super-K [69] is now being studied with the EGADS (Evaluating Gadolinium’s Action on Detector Systems) project in Kamioka.
14/35
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Fig. 3. Cross-section view of the Hyper-Kamiokande detector.
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Fig. 4. Profile of the Hyper-K detector. Top: the detector segmentation. Bottom: PMT arrays and the support structure for the inner and outer detectors. Each
quasi-cylindrical tank lying horizontally is segmented by intermediate walls into five compartments.
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Fig. 5. PID likelihood functions for electrons (blue solid histogram) and μ (red dashed histogram) with
500 MeV/c momentum. A negative (positive) value indicates an electron-like (μ-like) particle.
Table 5. Comparison of the performance of SK-II (20% photo-coverage), SK-IV (40% photo-coverage), and
the expected performance of the Hyper-Kamiokande baseline design (20% photo-coverage) with preliminary
Hyper-K simulation and reconstruction.
SK-II
Particle type ( p = 500 MeV/c)
Vertex resolution
Particle identification
Momentum resolution

SK-IV

Hyper-K

e

μ

e

μ

e

μ

28 cm
98.5%
5.6%

23 cm
99.0%
3.6%

25 cm
98.8%
4.4%

17 cm
99.5%
2.3%

27 cm
>99.9%
4.0%

30 cm
99.2%
2.6%

We have been careful to keep the possibility of gadolinium loading in mind when designing the
overall Hyper-Kamiokande water system.
We have evaluated the expected performance of the Hyper-K detector using the MC simulation and reconstruction tools under development. We have been developing a detector simulation
dedicated to Hyper-K based on “WCSim” [70], which is an open-source water Cherenkov detector simulator based on the GEANT4 library [71,72]. A new reconstruction algorithm developed for
Super-K/T2K [11], named “fiTQun,” has been adopted for the Hyper-K analysis. It uses a maximum likelihood fit with charge and time probability density functions constructed for every PMT
hit assuming several sets of physics variables (such as vertex, direction, momentum, and particle
type) [11,73].
As an example of the evaluation, electrons and muons with 500 MeV/c are generated with a fixed
vertex (at the center of the tank) and direction (toward the barrel of the tank) in the Hyper-K detector
simulation. Figure 5 shows the likelihood function for the particle identification. A negative (positive) value indicates an electron-like (μ-like) particle. It demonstrates a clear separation of electrons
and muons. The obtained performance of Hyper-Kamiokande is compared with the performance of
SK-II (20% photo coverage, old electronics) and SK-IV (40% photo coverage, new electronics) in
Table 5. The vertex resolution for muon events will be improved to the same level as Super-K with
an update of the reconstruction program. From the preliminary studies, the performance of Hyper-K
is similar to or possibly better than SK-II or SK-IV with the new algorithm. In the physics sensitivity study described in Sect. 4, a Super-K full MC simulation with the SK-IV configuration is used
16/35
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because it includes the simulation of new electronics and is tuned with real data, while giving a
similar performance to Hyper-K, as demonstrated above.

4. Physics sensitivities
4.1. Overview

= −0.28 sin δ + 0.07.

(11)

The effect of the C P-violating term can be as large as 28%, while the matter effect is much smaller.
The uncertainty of Earth density between Tokai and Kamioka is estimated to be at most 6%
[74]. Because the matter effect contribution to the total appearance probability is less than 10%
for a 295 km baseline, the uncertainty from matter density is estimated to be less than 0.6% and is
neglected in this analysis.
Due to the relatively short baseline and thus lower neutrino energy at the oscillation maximum, the
contribution of the matter effect is smaller for the J-PARC to Hyper-Kamiokande experiment compared to other proposed experiments, like LBNE in the United States [75] or LBNO in Europe [76].
Thus the C P asymmetry measurement with the J-PARC to Hyper-K long-baseline experiment has
less uncertainty related to the matter effect, while other experiments with >1000 km baseline have
much better sensitivity to the mass hierarchy with accelerator neutrino beams1 . The sensitivities for

1

Note that Hyper-K has sensitivity to the mass hierarchy using atmospheric neutrinos, as shown in Table 1.
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As discussed in Sect. 2.2, a comparison of muon-type to electron-type transition probabilities
between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos is one of the most promising methods to observe the lepton
C P asymmetry. Recent observation of a nonzero, rather large value of θ13 [10,14,41,42] makes this
exciting possibility more realistic.
Figure 6 shows the νμ → νe and ν μ → ν e oscillation probabilities as a function of the true neutrino
energy for a baseline of 295 km. The Earth matter density of 2.6 g/cm3 is used in this analysis. The
cases for δC P = 0, 12 π , π , and − 12 π are overlaid. Also shown are the cases of normal mass hierarchy
( m 232 > 0) with solid lines and inverted mass hierarchy ( m 232 < 0) with dashed lines. The oscillation probabilities depend on the value of δC P , and, by comparing the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos,
one can see the effect of C P violation.
There are sets of different mass hierarchy and values of δC P that give similar oscillation probabilities. This is known as the degeneracy due to unknown mass hierarchy and may introduce an ambiguity
if we do not know the true mass hierarchy. Because there are a number of experiments planned to
determine mass hierarchy in the near future, it is expected that the mass hierarchy will be determined
by the time Hyper-K starts to take data. If not, Hyper-K itself has a sensitivity to the mass hierarchy
by the atmospheric neutrino measurements, as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, a combined analysis
of the accelerator and atmospheric neutrino data in Hyper-K will enhance the sensitivity, as shown in
Sect. 4.7. Thus, the mass hierarchy is assumed to be known in this analysis, unless otherwise stated.
Figure 7 shows the contribution from each term of the νμ → νe oscillation probability formula,
Eq. (7), for L = 295 km, sin2 2θ13 = 0.1, sin2 2θ23 = 1.0, δC P = π/2, and normal mass hierarchy.
For E ν  0.6 GeV, which gives sin 32  sin 31  1,


a




2 s2 s2
2
−16JC P sin 21 + 16c13
13 23 m 2 1 − 2s13
P νμ → νe − P ν̄μ → ν̄e
31




(10)
2 s2 s2
P νμ → νe + P ν̄μ → ν̄e
8c13
13 23
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Fig. 6. Oscillation probabilities as a function of the neutrino energy for νμ → νe (left) and ν μ → ν e (right)
transitions with L = 295 km and sin2 2θ13 = 0.1. Black, red, green, and blue lines correspond to δC P = 0, 12 π ,
π , and − 12 π , respectively. Solid (dashed) line represents the case for a normal (inverted) mass hierarchy.
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Fig. 7. Oscillation probability of νμ → νe as a function of the neutrino energy with a baseline of 295 km.
sin2 2θ13 = 0.1, δC P = 12 π , and normal hierarchy are assumed. The contribution from each term of the
oscillation probability formula is shown separately.

C P violation and mass hierarchy can be further enhanced by combining measurements with different
baselines.
The analysis method is based on a framework developed for the sensitivity study by T2K reported
in Ref. [77]. A binned likelihood analysis based on the reconstructed neutrino energy distribution
is performed using both νe (ν e ) appearance and νμ (ν μ ) disappearance samples simultaneously. In
addition to sin2 2θ13 and δC P , sin2 θ23 and m 232 are also included as free parameters in the fit. Table 6
shows the nominal oscillation parameters used in the study presented in this paper, and the treatment
during the fitting. Systematic uncertainties are estimated based on the experience and prospects of
the T2K experiment, and implemented as a covariance matrix that takes into account the correlation
of uncertainties.
An integrated beam power of 7.5 MW × 107 s is assumed in this study. It corresponds to
1.56 × 1022 protons on target with a 30 GeV J-PARC beam. We have studied the sensitivity to C P
violation with various assumptions of neutrino mode and anti-neutrino mode beam running time ratio
for both normal and inverted mass hierarchy cases. The dependence of the sensitivity on the ν:ν ratio
is found to be not significant between ν:ν = 1:1 to 1:5. In this paper, the ν:ν ratio is set to be 1:3
so that the expected number of events is approximately the same for the neutrino and anti-neutrino
modes.
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Table 6. Oscillation parameters used for the sensitivity analysis and treatment in the fitting. The nominal values are used for
the figures and numbers in this section, unless otherwise stated.
Parameter
2

Treatment

0.10
0
0.50
2.4 × 10−3 eV2
Normal or Inverted
0.8704
7.6 × 10−5 eV2

Fitted
Fitted
Fitted
Fitted
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
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Fig. 8. The predicted Hyper-K neutrino fluxes from the J-PARC beam without oscillations. The neutrino
enhanced beam is shown on the left and the anti-neutrino enhanced beam is shown on the right.

4.2.

Neutrino flux

The neutrino flux is estimated by the T2K Collaboration [78] by simulating the J-PARC neutrino
beamline while tuning the modeling of hadronic interactions using data from NA61/SHINE [79,
80] and other experiments measuring hadronic interactions on nuclei. To date, NA61/SHINE has
provided measurements of pion and kaon production multiplicities for proton interactions on a 0.04
interaction length graphite target, as well as the inelastic cross section for protons on carbon. Since
“thin" target data are used, the secondary interactions of hadrons inside and outside the target are
modeled using other data or scaling the NA61/SHINE data to different center-of-mass energies or
target nuclei. NA61/SHINE also took data with a replica of the 90 cm-long T2K target, which will
reduce the uncertainties related to the secondary interactions inside the target.
For the studies presented in this document, the T2K flux simulation has been used with the horn
currents raised from 250 kA to 320 kA. The flux is estimated for both polarities of the horn fields,
corresponding to neutrino enhanced and anti-neutrino enhanced fluxes. The calculated fluxes at
Hyper-K, without oscillations, are shown in Fig. 8.
The sources of uncertainty in the T2K flux calculation include:
◦ Uncertainties on the primary production of pions and kaons in proton-on-carbon collisions.
◦ Uncertainties on the secondary hadronic interactions of particles in the target or beamline
materials after the initial hadronic scatter.
◦ Uncertainties on the properties of the proton beam incident on the target, including the absolute
current and the beam profile.
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Fig. 9. The predicted uncertainty on the neutrino flux calculation assuming that replica target hadron
production data are available.

◦ Uncertainties on the alignment of beamline components, including the target and magnetic
horns.
◦ Uncertainties on the modeling of the horn fields, including the absolute field strength and
asymmetries in the field.
The uncertainties on the hadronic interaction modeling are the largest contribution to the flux uncertainty and may be reduced by using the hadron production data with a replica of the T2K target.
A preliminary analysis using a subset of the replica target data from NA61/SHINE has shown that
it can be used to predict the T2K flux [81]. Since it is expected that replica target data will be
available for future long-baseline neutrino experiments, the Hyper-K flux uncertainty is estimated
assuming the expected uncertainties on the measurement of particle multiplicities from the replica
target. Hence, uncertainties related to the modeling of hadronic interactions inside the target are no
longer relevant; however, uncertainties for interactions outside the target are considered. The uncertainties on the measured replica target multiplicities are estimated by applying the same uncertainties
that NA61/SHINE has reported for the thin target multiplicity measurements.
The total uncertainties on the flux as a function of the neutrino energy are shown in Fig. 9. In oscillation measurements, the predicted flux is used in combination with measurements of the neutrino
interaction rate from near detectors. Hence, it is useful to consider the uncertainty on the ratio of the
flux at the far and near detectors:


φHK (E ν )
.
(12)
δF/N (E ν ) = δ
φND (E ν )
Here φHK (E ν ) and φND (E ν ) are the predicted fluxes at Hyper-K and the near detector, respectively.
T2K uses the ND280 off-axis detector located 280 m from the T2K target. At that distance, the
beamline appears as a line source of neutrinos, compared to a point source seen by Hyper-K, and the
far-to-near ratio is not flat. For near detectors placed further away, at, e.g., 1 or 2 km, the far-to-near
flux ratio becomes flatter and there is better cancellation of the flux uncertainties between the near
and far detectors. Figure 10 shows how the uncertainty on the far-to-near ratio evolves for baselines
of 280 m, 1 km, and 2 km. While this extrapolation uncertainty is reduced for near detectors further
from the production point, even the 280 m to Hyper-K uncertainty is less than 1% near the flux peak
energy of 600 MeV.
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Fig. 10. The uncertainty on the far-to-near flux ratio for near detectors at 280 m, 1 km, and 2 km. Left: neutrino
enhanced beam. Right: anti-neutrino enhanced beam. Top: the focused component of the beam. Bottom: the
defocused component of the beam.

4.3.

Expected observables at Hyper-K

Interactions of neutrinos in the Hyper-K detector are simulated with the NEUT program library
[82–84], which is used in both Super-K and T2K. The response of the detector is simulated using the
Super-K full Monte Carlo simulation based on the GEANT3 package [85]. The simulation is based
on the SK-IV configuration with upgraded electronics and DAQ system. Events are reconstructed
with the Super-K reconstruction software. As described in Sect. 3.3, the performance of the HyperK detector for neutrinos with the J-PARC beam energy is expected to be similar to that of Super-K.
Thus, the Super-K full simulation gives a realistic estimate of the Hyper-K performance.
The criteria for selecting νe and νμ candidate events are based on those developed for and established with the Super-K and T2K experiments. Fully contained (FC) events with a reconstructed
vertex inside the fiducial volume (FV) and visible energy (E vis ) greater than 30 MeV are selected
as FCFV neutrino event candidates. In order to enhance charged-current quasi-elastic (CCQE,
νl + n → l − + p or ν l + p → l + + n) interaction, a single Cherenkov ring is required.
Assuming a CCQE interaction, the neutrino energy (E νrec ) is reconstructed from the energy of
the final-state charged lepton (E  ) and the angle between the neutrino beam and the charged lepton
directions (θ ) as
E νrec




2
2 m n − V E  + m 2p − m n − V − m 2


,
=
2 m n − V − E  + p cos θ
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Fig. 11. Reconstructed neutrino energy distribution of the νe candidate events. Normal mass hierarchy with
sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 and δC P = 0 are assumed.
Table 7. The expected number of νe candidate events. Normal mass hierarchy with sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 and
δC P = 0 are assumed. Background (BG) is categorized by the flavor before oscillation.
Signal

ν mode
ν̄ mode

BG

νμ → νe

νμ → νe

νμ CC

ν μ CC

νe CC

ν e CC

NC

BG total

Total

3016
396

28
2110

11
4

0
5

503
222

20
396

172
265

706
891

3750
3397

where m n , m p , m  are the masses of the neutron, proton, and charged lepton, respectively, p is the
charged lepton momentum, and V is the nuclear potential energy (27 MeV).
Then, to select νe /ν e candidate events, the following criteria are applied:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

The reconstructed ring is identified as electron-like (e-like).
The visible energy (E vis ) is greater than 100 MeV.
There is no decay electron associated to the event.
The reconstructed energy (E νrec ) is less than 1.25 GeV.
In order to reduce the background from mis-reconstructed π 0 events, additional criteria using a
reconstruction algorithm recently developed for T2K (fiTQun; see Sect. 3.3) is applied. With a
selection based on the reconstructed π 0 mass and the ratio of the best-fit likelihoods of the π 0
and electron fits as used in T2K [11], the remaining π 0 background is reduced to about 30%
compared to the previous study [15].

Figure 11 shows the reconstructed neutrino energy distributions of νe events after all the selections.
The expected number of νe candidate events is shown in Table 7 for each signal and background
component. In the neutrino mode, the dominant background component is intrinsic νe contamination in the beam. The mis-identified neutral-current π 0 production events are suppressed thanks to
the improved π 0 rejection. In the anti-neutrino mode, in addition to ν e and ν μ , the νe and νμ components have non-negligible contributions due to larger fluxes and cross sections compared to their
counterparts in the neutrino mode.
For the νμ /ν μ candidate events, the following criteria are applied:
◦ The reconstructed ring is identified as muon-like (μ-like).
◦ The reconstructed muon momentum is greater than 200 MeV/c.
◦ There is at most one decay electron associated to the event.
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Fig. 12. Reconstructed neutrino energy distribution of the νμ candidate events.
Table 8. The expected number of νμ candidate events.
ν mode
ν̄ mode

νμ CC

ν μ CC

νe CC

ν e CC

NC

νμ → νe

Total

17 225
10 066

1088
15 597

11
7

1
7

999
1281

49
6

19 372
26 964

Figure 12 shows the reconstructed neutrino energy distributions of the selected νμ /ν μ events. Table 8
shows the number of νμ candidate events for each signal and background component. For the neutrino
mode, most of the events are due to νμ , while in the anti-neutrino mode the contribution from wrongsign νμ components is significant.
The reconstructed neutrino energy distributions of νe events for several values of δC P are shown
in the top plots of Fig. 13. The effect of δC P is clearly seen using the reconstructed neutrino energy.
The bottom plots show the differences in reconstructed energy spectra from δC P = 0◦ for the cases
δ = 90◦ , −90◦ , and 180◦ . The error bars correspond to the statistical uncertainty. By using not only
the total number of events but also the reconstructed energy distribution, the sensitivity to δC P can be
improved, and one can discriminate all the values of δC P , including the difference between δC P = 0
and π . Figure 14 shows the reconstructed neutrino energy distributions of the νμ sample for several
values of δC P . As expected, the difference is very small for νμ events.

4.4.

Analysis method

The sensitivity of a long-baseline experiment using Hyper-K and the J-PARC neutrino beam is
studied using a binned likelihood analysis based on the reconstructed neutrino energy distribution. Both νe appearance and νμ disappearance samples, in both neutrino and anti-neutrino runs,
are simultaneously fitted.
The χ 2 used in this study is defined as
χ 2 = −2 ln L + P,
where ln L is the log likelihood of a Poisson distribution,



− 2 ln L =
− Nktest (1 + f i ) + Nktrue ln Nktest (1 + f i ) .
k

(14)

(15)



Here, Nktrue Nktest is the number of events in the kth reconstructed energy bin for the true (test) oscillation parameters. The index k runs over all reconstructed energy bins for muon and electron neutrino
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Fig. 13. Top: Reconstructed neutrino energy distribution for several values of δC P . sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 and normal
hierarchy is assumed. Bottom: Differences in the reconstructed neutrino energy distributions from the case
with δC P = 0◦ . The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of each bin.
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Fig. 14. Reconstructed neutrino energy distribution of νμ candidates for several values of δC P .

samples and for neutrino and anti-neutrino mode running. The parameters f i represent systematic
uncertainties. For anti-neutrino mode samples, an additional overall normalization parameter with
6% prior uncertainty is introduced to account for a possible uncertainty in the anti-neutrino interaction, which is less known experimentally in this energy region. This additional uncertainty is expected
to decrease as we accumulate and analyze more anti-neutrino data in T2K, but we conservatively


ν
is multiplied to Nktest
assign the current estimate for this study. A normalization weight 1 + f norm
in the anti-neutrino mode samples.
The penalty term P in Eq. (14) constrains the systematic parameters f i with the normalized
covariance matrix C:
 

f i C −1 i, j f j .
(16)
P=
i, j
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i) Flux and cross-section uncertainties constrained by the fit to current near-detector data: These
arise from systematics of the near detectors. The understanding of the detector will improve
in the future, but this category of uncertainties is conservatively assumed to stay at the same
level as currently estimated.
ii) Cross-section uncertainties that are not constrained by the fit to current near-detector data:
Errors in this category will be reduced as more categories of samples are added to the neardetector data fit, which constrains the cross-section models. We assume that the uncertainties
arising from different target nuclei between the near and far detectors will become negligible
by including the measurement with the water target in the near detector.
iii) Uncertainties on the far-detector efficiency and reconstruction modeling: Because most of
them are estimated by using atmospheric neutrinos as a control sample, errors in this category
are expected to decrease with the statistics available with Hyper-K, which is more than an order
of magnitude larger than that currently used for T2K. Uncertainties arising from the energy
scale are kept the same because they are not estimated by the atmospheric neutrino sample.
The flux and cross-section uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated between the neutrino and
anti-neutrino running, except for the uncertainty in the νe /νμ cross-section ratio, which is treated
as anti-correlated considering the theoretical uncertainties studied in Ref. [86]. Because some of
the uncertainties, such as those from the cross-section modeling or near-detector systematics, are
expected to be correlated and give more of a constraint, this is a conservative assumption. The fardetector uncertainty is treated as fully correlated between the neutrino and anti-neutrino running.
Figures 15 and 16 show the fractional systematic uncertainties for the appearance and disappearance reconstructed energy spectra in neutrino and anti-neutrino mode, respectively. Black lines
represent the prior uncertainties and bin widths of the systematic parameters f i , while colored lines
show the contribution from each uncertainty source. Figure 17 shows the correlation matrix of the
systematic uncertainties between the reconstructed neutrino energy bins of the four samples. The
systematic uncertainties (in %) of the number of expected events at the far detector are summarized
in Table 9.

4.5.

Expected sensitivity to CP violation

Figure 18 shows the 90% CL allowed regions on the sin2 2θ13 –δC P plane. The results for the true val

ues of δC P = − 90◦ , 0, 90◦ , 180◦ are overlaid. The top (bottom) plot shows the case for the normal
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In order to reduce the number of the systematic parameters, several reconstructed energy bins that
have similar covariance values are merged for f i .
The size of the systematic uncertainty is evaluated based on the experience and prospects of the
T2K experiment, as it provides the most realistic estimate as the baseline. We estimate the systematic uncertainties assuming the T2K neutrino beamline and near detectors, taking into account
improvements expected with future T2K running and analysis improvements. For Hyper-K, a further
reduction of systematic uncertainties will be possible with upgrade of the beamline and near detectors, improvements in detector calibration and analysis techniques, and improved understanding of
neutrino interaction with more measurements. In particular, as described in Sect. 3.2, studies of near
detectors are ongoing with a goal of further reducing systematic uncertainties. The sensitivity update
is expected in the near future as the near-detector design studies advance.
There are three main categories of systematic uncertainties. We assume improvement from the
current T2K uncertainties for each category as follows.
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Fig. 15. Fractional error size for the appearance (left) and disappearance (right) samples in the neutrino mode.
Black: total uncertainty, red: flux and cross section constrained by the near detector, magenta: near-detector
non-constrained cross section, blue: far-detector error.
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Fig. 17. Correlation matrix between reconstructed energy bins of the four samples due to the systematic
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Table 9. Uncertainties (in %) for the expected number of events at Hyper-K from the systematic
uncertainties assumed in this study. ND: near detector.
Flux & ND-constrained
cross section

ND-independent
cross section

Far detector

Total

3.0
2.8

1.2
1.5

0.7
1.0

3.3
3.3

ν mode
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4.2
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Fig. 18. The 90% CL allowed regions in the sin2 2θ13 –δC P plane. The results for the true values of
δC P = (−90◦ , 0, 90◦ , 180◦ ) are overlaid. Top: normal hierarchy case. Bottom: inverted hierarchy case. Red
(blue) lines show the result with Hyper-K only (with a sin2 2θ13 constraint from reactor experiments).

(inverted) mass hierarchy. Also shown are the allowed regions when we include a constraint from
the reactor experiments, sin2 2θ13 = 0.100 ± 0.005. With reactor constraints, although the contour
becomes narrower in the direction of sin2 2θ13 , the sensitivity to δC P does not significantly change
because δC P is constrained by the comparison of neutrino and anti-neutrino oscillation probabilities
by Hyper-K and not limited by the uncertainty of θ13 .
Figure 19 shows the expected
 significance to exclude sin δC P = 0 (the C P conserved case). The
significance is calculated as
χ 2 , where χ 2 is the difference in χ 2 for the trial value of δC P
and for δC P = 0◦ or 180◦ (the smaller value of difference is taken). We have also studied the case
with a reactor constraint, but the result changes only slightly. Figure 20 shows the fraction of δC P for
which sin δC P = 0 is excluded with more than 3 σ and 5 σ significance as a function of the integrated
beam power. The ratio of integrated beam power for the neutrino and anti-neutrino modes is fixed to
1:3. Normal mass hierarchy is assumed. The results for the inverted hierarchy are almost the same.
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Fig. 19. Expected significance to exclude sin δC P = 0. Top: normal hierarchy case. Bottom: inverted hierarchy
case.
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Fig. 20. Fraction of δC P for which sin δC P = 0 can be excluded with more than 3 σ (red) and 5 σ (blue)
significance as a function of the integrated beam power for the normal hierarchy case. The ratio of the neutrino
and anti-neutrino modes is fixed to 1:3.

C P violation in the lepton sector can be observed with more than 3(5) σ significance for 76(58)%
of the possible values of δC P .
Figure 21 shows the 68% CL uncertainty of δC P as a function of the integrated beam power. With
7.5 MW × 107 s of exposure (1.56 × 1022 protons on target), the value of δC P can be determined to
better than 19◦ for all values of δC P .
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Fig. 21. Expected 68% CL uncertainty of δC P as a function of integrated beam power.
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Fig. 22. Fraction of δC P for which sin δC P = 0 can be excluded with more than 3 σ (red) and 5 σ (blue)
significance as a function of the true value of sin2 θ23 , for the normal hierarchy case. Vertical dashed lines
indicate 90% confidence intervals of sin2 θ23 from the T2K measurement in 2014 [38].
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Fig. 23. The 90% CL allowed regions in the sin2 θ23 – m 232 plane. The true values are sin2 θ23 = 0.5 and
m 232 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2 (red point). The effect of systematic uncertainties is included. The red (blue) line
corresponds to the result with Hyper-K alone (with a reactor constraint on sin2 2θ13 ). The dotted line is the
90% CL contour from the T2K experiment [38] with the best-fit values indicated by a black point.

As a nominal value, we use sin2 θ23 = 0.5, but the sensitivity to C P violation depends on the value
of θ23 . Figure 22 shows the fraction of δC P for which sin δC P = 0 is excluded with more than 3 σ
and 5 σ significance as a function of the true value of sin2 θ23 with the current best knowledge of the
possible sin2 θ23 range from the T2K Collaboration [38].
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Fig. 24. 90% CL allowed regions in the sin2 θ23 – m 232 plane. The true values are sin2 θ23 = 0.45 and
m 232 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2 . The effect of systematic uncertainties is included. Top: Hyper-K only. Bottom: With
a reactor constraint.
Table 10. Expected 1 σ uncertainty of m 232 and sin2 θ23 for true sin2 θ23 = 0.45, 0.50, 0.55. A reactor
constraint on sin2 2θ13 = 0.1 ± 0.005 is imposed. NH: normal hierarchy, IH: inverted hierarchy.
True sin2 θ23
Parameter
NH
IH

4.6.

0.45

0.50

0.55

m 232 (eV2 )

sin2 θ23

m 232 (eV2 )

sin2 θ23

m 232 (eV2 )

sin2 θ23

1.4 × 10−5
1.5 × 10−5

0.006
0.006

1.4 × 10−5
1.4 × 10−5

0.015
0.015

1.5 × 10−5
1.5 × 10−5

0.009
0.009

Sensitivity to

m 232 and sin2 θ23

The result shown above is obtained with sin2 θ23 and m 232 as free parameters as well as sin2 2θ13
and δC P , with nominal parameters shown in Table 6. The use of the νμ sample in addition to νe
enables us to also precisely measure sin2 θ23 and m 232 . Figure 23 shows the 90% CL allowed
regions for the true value of sin2 θ23 = 0.5 together with the 90% CL contour by the T2K νμ disappearance measurement [38]. Hyper-K will be able to provide a precise measurement of sin2 θ23
and m 232 . Figure 24 shows the 90% CL allowed regions on the sin2 θ23 – m 232 plane, for the true
values of sin2 θ23 = 0.45 and m 232 = 2.4 × 10−3 eV2 . For the determination of θ23 , a νμ disappearance measurement provides a precise measurement of sin2 2θ23 . However, when θ23 = π4 , there are
two possible solutions (θ23 and π2 − θ23 ), which give the same sin2 2θ23 . This is known as the octant
degeneracy. As seen from Eq. (7), the νe appearance measurement can determine sin2 θ23 sin2 2θ13 .
In addition, the reactor experiments provide an almost pure measurement of sin2 2θ13 . Thus, the
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Fig. 25. Atmospheric neutrino sensitivities for a 10 yr exposure of Hyper-K assuming that the mass hierarchy
is normal. Top: the χ 2 discrimination of the wrong hierarchy hypothesis as a function of the assumed true
value of sin2 θ23 . Bottom: the discrimination between the wrong octant for each value of sin2 θ23 . The uncertainty
from δC P is represented by the thickness of the band. Vertical dashed lines indicate 90% confidence intervals
of sin2 θ23 from the T2K measurement in 2014 [38].

combination of these complementary measurements is known to be able to resolve this degeneracy
if θ23 is sufficiently away from π4 [87–89]. As shown in Fig. 24, with a constraint on sin2 2θ13 from
the reactor experiments, Hyper-K measurements can resolve the octant degeneracy and precisely
determine sin2 θ23 .
The expected precision of m 232 and sin2 θ23 for true sin2 θ23 = 0.45, 0.50, 0.55 with a reactor
constraint on sin2 2θ13 is summarized in Table 10.

4.7.

Combination with atmospheric neutrino data

Atmospheric neutrinos can provide independent and complementary information to the accelerator
beam program on the study of neutrino oscillation. For example, through the matter effect inside the
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Fig. 26. Combination of the accelerator and atmospheric data. Top: Expected χ 2 values for accelerator and
atmospheric neutrino measurements assuming that the mass hierarchy is unknown. The true mass hierarchy is
normal hierarchy and the true value of δC P = 0. Bottom: By combining the two measurements, the sensitivity
can be enhanced. In this example study, χ 2 is simply added.

Earth, a large-statistics sample of atmospheric neutrinos by Hyper-K will have a good sensitivity to
the mass hierarchy and θ23 octant.
Assuming a 10 yr exposure, Hyper-K’s sensitivity to the mass hierarchy and the octant of θ23 by
atmospheric neutrino data are shown in Fig. 25. Depending on the true value of θ23 , the sensitivity
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5.

Conclusion

The sensitivity to leptonic C P asymmetry of a long-baseline experiment using a neutrino beam
directed from J-PARC to the Hyper-Kamiokande detector has been studied based on a full simulation
of beamline and detector. With an integrated beam power of 7.5 MW × 107 s, the value of δC P can
be determined to better than 19◦ for all values of δC P , and C P violation in the lepton sector can be
observed with more than 3 σ (5 σ ) significance for 76% (58%) of the possible values of δC P .
Using both νe appearance and νμ disappearance data, a precise measurement of sin2 θ23 will be
possible. The expected 1 σ uncertainty is 0.015(0.006) for sin2 θ23 = 0.5(0.45).
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